Interior
Coastal
STANDARDS

UPGRADES

1. Parkstone grey 400 x 400 floor tile*
2. Dover carpet*
3. United white satin splashback
4. Honey elm ensuite, bathroom base cabinetry,
kitchen overhead cabinetry*
5. Fresh snow laminate benchtop
6. Oyster grey kitchen base cabinetry
7. Chalk blinds*
8. Builders white

9. Belga grey tile
10. Lava flow carpet
11. Newhaven laminated timber
12. White matt mosaic kitchen splashback
13. Snow stone benchtops
14. Bocconcini kitchen glass splashback

Standards
1

4

NOTE.
*Turn Key Inclusions
- Carpet and tiles
- Blinds
*Only if selected
- Overhead cupboards
to kitchen
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Disclaimer: Artist's impression Images are used for colour reference and material finish only. Colours and colours finishing may differ slightly from printed images. *Floor coverings and blinds are not part of the standard inclusions however they are included in the Turn-Key Complete package at an additional cost or can be selected as an additional
option. Kitchen over-head cabinets are optional and can be chosen as a optional upgrade. Images without description noted may include non-standard items. *ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Interior
Storm
STANDARDS

UPGRADES

1. Lifestyle charcoal 400 x 400 floor tile*
2. Monacco carpet*
3. United white satin splashback
4. Polar white kitchen, ensuite, bathroom
base cabinetry
5. Neo Tornado laminate benchtop
6. Deep Anthracite kitchen overhead cabinetry*
7. Chalk blinds*
8. Builders white

9. Belga charcoal tile
10. Steeple grey carpet
11. Otway laminated timber
12. White matt mosaic kitchen splashback
13. Raven stone benchtops
14. Cinderella kitchen glass splashback

Standards
1

4

NOTE.
*Turn Key Inclusions
- Carpet and tiles
- Blinds
*Only if selected
- Overhead cupboards
to kitchen
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Disclaimer: Artist's impression Images are used for colour reference and material finish only. Colours and colours finishing may differ slightly from printed images. *Floor coverings and blinds are not part of the standard inclusions however they are included in the Turn-Key Complete package at an additional cost or can be selected as an additional
option. Kitchen over-head cabinets are optional and can be chosen as a optional upgrade. Images without description noted may include non-standard items. *ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Interior
Earth
STANDARDS

UPGRADES

1. Parkstone ivory 400 x 400 floor tile*
2. Pescara carpet*
3. United white satin splashback
4. Aged walnut ensuite, bathroom base cabinetry,
kitchen overhead cabinetry*
5. Natural quartz laminate benchtop
6. Moleskin kitchen base cabinetry
7. Chalk blinds*
8. Builders white

9. Belga ivory tile
10. Grey canvas carpet
11. Flinders laminated timber
12. White matt mosaic kitchen splashback
13. Intense white stone benchtops
14. Moonlight kitchen glass splashback

Standards
1

4

NOTE.
*Turn Key Inclusions
- Carpet and tiles
- Blinds
*Only if selected
- Overhead cupboards
to kitchen
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Disclaimer: Artist's impression Images are used for colour reference and material finish only. Colours and colours finishing may differ slightly from printed images. *Floor coverings and blinds are not part of the standard inclusions however they are included in the Turn-Key Complete package at an additional cost or can be selected as an additional
option. Kitchen over-head cabinets are optional and can be chosen as a optional upgrade. Images without description noted may include non-standard items. *ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Interior
Sand
STANDARDS

UPGRADES

1. Lifestyle ice grey 400 x 400 floor tile*
2. Kyalami carpet*
3. United white satin splashback
4. Classic oak ensuite, bathroom, base cabinetry,
kitchen overhead cabinetry*
5. Pure mineral stone laminate benchtop
6. Pearl grey kitchen base cabinetry
7. Chalk blinds*
8. Builders white

9. Belga white tile
10. Grey canvas carpet
11. Apollo laminated timber
12. White matt mosaic kitchen splashback
13. Nougat stone benchtops
14. Mushroom kitchen glass splashback

Standards
1

4

NOTE.
*Turn Key Inclusions
- Carpet and tiles
- Blinds
*Only if selected
- Overhead cupboards
to kitchen
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Disclaimer: Artist's impression Images are used for colour reference and material finish only. Colours and colours finishing may differ slightly from printed images. *Floor coverings and blinds are not part of the standard inclusions however they are included in the Turn-Key Complete package at an additional cost or can be selected as an additional
option. Kitchen over-head cabinets are optional and can be chosen as a optional upgrade. Images without description noted may include non-standard items. *ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

